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By June Scharf

P

eople don’t look at musicians as athletes, but that’s essentially what
they are. It’s not about running and jumping, it’s about fine motor
skills. No different than with sports, it requires hours of practice each
day to produce the refined dexterity needed to excel. Moonhee Kim, a
BHS senior, has fine-tuned her skills to perform at an elite level. Her talent,
along with that belonging to three other musicians in the quartet, Lumiere,
propelled them to win a silver medal in the 2021 Fischoff Competition, which
is nearly the equivalent of the Olympics as the largest and longest-running
chamber music competition in the world.
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Lumiere is composed of students
enrolled in the Cleveland Institute of Music’s
Young Artists Program, with Moonhee as
the exception. She studies with a private
instructor, Sibbi Bernhardsson. She
describes her inclusion in the quartet as a
monumental thrill.
“The Fischoff Competition is one that I
have looked up to and have been watching
for years,” she states. “After seeing my
accomplished friends compete year after year,
it was surreal to be a part of it myself. The
younger me could never have imagined that
I would have the opportunity to compete in
Fischoff, let alone be a prize winner.”
The quartet competed with two pieces
of music: Mendelssohn’s String Quartet in
F Minor, Op. 80, allegro vivace assai, and
Ginastera’s String Quartet No. 2, allegro
rustic. They were judged on interpretation
(tempo, dynamics, ensemble performance),
balance within the ensemble, technical
accuracy (rhythm, intonation and
overall performance), poise, and artistic
expression. Represented in the entire
competition series were musicians from 27
countries and territories, many of whom
will progress to distinguished careers in
music performance and education.
The quartet also won first prize this year at
the Rembrandt High School Chamber Music
Competition, and was an overall winner and
first prize winner at the Chicago National
Chamber Music Competition, open division
(strings and piano category).
The Fischoff was held virtually this year,
which created its own challenges. The
college application process for older quartet
members required auditions to be submitted
with applications, and the pressure was
intensified when Fischoff required students
to complete their performances in one take,
with no editing allowed.

Lumiere Quartet, from left: Célina Bethoux, Moonhee Kim, Ania Lewis and Henry Rogers.
“At any given moment, we didn’t have
as much practice time as we would have
wanted,” Moonhee explained. “When we
were recording our performances to send
to the competitions, it was difficult to
coordinate our schedules. We all felt we
could have done better, but this process also
trained us to be ready at any moment and
to give everything our best shot because
we didn’t know if there would be another
chance to record. It turned out amazingly
well, so I’m super happy.”
Under normal circumstances, the
competition involves multiple rounds with
competitors learning more pieces and
advancing past other quartets. This year,
however, the quartet recorded its two
submissions and was judged on that
work alone.
The quartet worked with Si-Yan Li, an
instructor at the Cleveland Institute of Music
and director of the Young Artist Chamber
Music Program at CIM, as its primary
coach, and with Jessica Lee, the assistant
concertmaster of The Cleveland Orchestra.

“(Moonhee) notices different nuances, colors
and characters in the music. It’s very important
as a musician to search out those different
communicative details in music and to transmit them
to the audience. That’s what a musician is, and she
has those qualities.”
– Jessica Lee, assistant concertmaster of
The Cleveland Orchestra and Lumiere Quartet coach
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“Our coaches helped bring out the
quartet’s individual voices, which helped
create a nice blend of music,” said Moonhee.
However, the quartet often needed to sound
like one instrument, which “is an incredibly
hard task and is the result of everyone setting
aside their individuality and working with
the group as a whole. That’s what creates our
voice.”
As a violinist, Moonhee loves playing
chamber music. “It’s one of the best parts
about being a musician because you learn so
much from being in a group,” she said. “It’s so
different from playing individually. You need
to learn how to work as a team.”
Jessica reports that the quartet was able
to practice in person earlier this year while
wearing masks in a large room with the
windows open at CIM.
“One hidden
blessing of the
pandemic is
that it forced
us to rely

on technology. Recording is a huge part of
a musician’s life, and these young kids had
to learn how to do that,” Jessica explained.
“Preparing for a recording is very different
from preparing for a live concert. You hear
every single little tiny thing in a recording.
With a performance, when it’s over, it’s over.
But with a recording, you listen, rewind,
listen again. It’s a different layer of polish and
preparedness, and it’s a very necessary skill in
our modern time.”
Regarding Moonhee in particular, Jessica
observed that she thrives on being a member
of a quartet and her motivation and sensitivity
as a musician were readily apparent.
“She notices different nuances, colors, and
characters in the music,” Jessica continued.
“That’s how we coach – to find those
elements. Everyone finds different ones;
everyone has subtle differences in how they
interpret the music. I could see how Moonhee
was looking for those things. It’s very
important as a musician to search out those
different communicative details in music and
to transmit them to the audience. That’s what
a musician is, and she has those qualities.”
Si-Yan Li noted that Moonhee is always
prepared and “incredibly reliable, no
matter what repertoire she plays.”

Lisa Goldman, BHS orchestra director
who has worked with Moonhee since
she enrolled at Hilltop, says she noticed
something the second Moonhee arrived
on the scene. “She has a very high level of
playing, very high quality, plus she has the
necessary interest, passion, commitment and
focus.”
Many students reach elevated levels of
achievement with their instrument, Lisa
explained, “and they go to college and
become doctors or engineers, but they’re
always passionate about their music. Then
you have an entirely different level, above
and beyond anything else. That’s where
Moonhee is. She is the category of musician
that, should she decide to pursue this as a
career path, she’ll have no trouble getting
into the top conservatory of her choice.”
Lisa also speaks to the pressure of being a
top musician with high aspirations.
“There are lots of kids out there who are
practicing very hard, and there are highly
specialized summer programs with practice
cabins and that’s what you do all day. They are

monitored, you are alone, you have a teacher
and coach, and you’re there to hone your skills.
There is an audition process to get in, too.”
She frames the training of a musician as
athletic. “If you don’t keep up your chops every
day, you’re going to go backwards, or someone
else will take a few steps ahead of you. It’s an
everyday thing for the rest of your life. Maybe
two to four hours each day. It’s like practicing
your swing or your free throws. Do you think
Simone Biles ever misses a practice? Music is
no different, though people may not see it that
way because musicians aren’t dressed in sparkly
things or jumping off anything.”
Lisa notes that being a talented protégé
and getting to a certain level is one thing, but
it’s quite another to stay at that level for the
rest of your career. “Plenty of people can get

there; some get there a little sooner, others
later, but the chore becomes maintaining it.”
One critical ingredient for success is the
presence of an underlying support system,
Lisa pointed out. “It’s vital, and her family has
played that role. They (parents Kyounghwa
and Ungtae) have generously committed
themselves to her progression and musical
development.”
Of course, there are many distractions
at BHS, so how does Lisa guide Moonhee
properly as her orchestra instructor? “I don’t
need to tell her anything. I just tell her she’s
awesome because she is.”
Lisa also mentioned that Moonhee is an
excellent role model. “I appreciate everything
she has done for us. It’s great for other kids to
see that this is happening right in front of them.”

Moonhee poses with a Pietro Giovanni Mantegazza, Milan c. 1780 violin that Jonathan Solars,
managing director of Florian Leonhard Fine Violins in New York City, lent to her for six months.
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“Moonhee is a real
standout and a
super star.”
– Lisa Goldman,
BHS Orchestra Director
To put it into sharper focus, Lisa declared,
“Moonhee is a real standout and a super star.”
Regarding musicians’ violins, Lisa noted
that there are some challenges. Students
need high-quality instruments. Eventually,
instructors will say that you need an
instrument of a certain level, which costs
upwards of a nice car and even north of that,
she reported, adding that parents sometimes
draw on a mortgage.
This summer, Moonhee had a very unique
opportunity to have a violin on loan from the
renowned Florian Leonard Fine Violins shop
in New York City. She is thrilled.
“We play our own violins for a very long
time, and I think working with different
instruments is enriching and eye-opening.
Having the chance to play on a different

instrument (and one as fine as that from
the shop in New York) is a rare, very cool
opportunity!” Her private instructor
arranged for this exchange.

Over the year of the pandemic,
Moonhee feels that her violin playing was
definitely impacted. “I wasn’t able to see
my private teacher and it was really hard
to do lessons over Zoom once a week.”
However, in terms of practice time, she
had much more of it since school hours
were not as long. “But it was hard to stay
inspired, just being in my room all of the
time,” she says.
Her BHS orchestra classes were held over
Zoom as well, and she credits Lisa with
making the best out of the situation. “Mrs.
Goldman brings such good energy to the
orchestra. Classical music isn’t the most
exciting thing for high school students, so
we also played a lot of pop music.”
This summer, Moonhee says she was
excited to finally see and work with other
musicians. Her itinerary included attending
the Bowdoin International Music Festival,

one of the world’s premier music institutes,
in Brunswick, Maine. She studied for three
weeks with Ayano Ninomiya, a professor
from the New England Conservatory. Each
summer, 250 students from more than 20
countries and nearly every state attend
the Festival to study with distinguished
faculty and guest artists. The mission of
the Bowdoin International Music Festival
is to provide gifted young musicians an
opportunity to study with world-class
artists and to provide audiences with
classical music performed to the highest
artistic standards.
Moonhee also interned with Chamber
Fest Cleveland, which presented 10 free
concerts. She handled some elements of its
social media. She also worked to spread the
word about the concerts among numerous
educators across Northeast Ohio to bring
more people to the festival. She says she
learned a lot about the management that
goes on behind the scenes.
Looking ahead, Moonhee says she is
keeping her options open and her violin
close by. “Whether I go to a university or
conservatory, music will always be part of
my life.”
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